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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving public au-
diting scheme supporting data deduplication. In the pro-
cess of auditing, since the authentication tag of a message
contains only one element, the storage and transmission
cost of the tag can be significantly reduced. Meanwhile,
by eliminating user’s private key in the response, our
scheme achieves unconditional anonymity against third
party auditor. Moreover, during data deduplication,
Bloom filter is utilized to efficiently check ownership of the
data that a user claims to have. For public auditing, the
proposed scheme is proven to be uncheatable and anony-
mous under the variant of the BDH hardness assumption
in the random oracle model. And security analysis indi-
cates that our scheme is unforgeable during deduplication.
Compared to existing schemes with similar features, our
scheme achieves higher security and better functionality
through function evaluation and security analysis.

Keywords: Cloud Storage; Data Deduplication; Privacy
Preservation; Public Auditing

1 Introduction

With the development of cloud computing, a rising num-
ber of enterprises and organizations choose to outsource
their data to a third-party cloud service provider, who can
provide resource-constrained users with convenient stor-
age and computing services and thus reducing users’ stor-
age burden [15, 17]. Although cloud storage offers many
advantages, it also brings some security challenges such
as data integrity and storage efficiency.

Different from local data, cloud data is stored in an un-
certain domain via Internet. Therefore, users surely can
suspect the integrity of their data that stored in cloud due
to the fact that their data is vulnerable to the attack from
both outside and inside of the cloud [7,8]. Once their data
is corrupted, cloud server might passively hide some data
loss from users to maintain their reputation. Worse, due
to the insufficiency of storage space or some other eco-

nomic reasons, cloud server might even delete users’ data
and cheat users that their data still stores integrally. To
cope with the conflict between resource-constrained users
and large amounts of data, it is essential to consider how
can users verify the integrity of data efficiently without
retrieving them.

Since cloud service is increasingly used, data redun-
dancy inevitably occurs in cloud storage. Research shows
that 80% - 90% of cloud data is redundant [12, 22], and
this rate is still increasing, which causes a big waste of
cloud storage space. In order to save storage space in
cloud, a technique called deduplication came into being,
in which cloud server keeps only one single copy of data
and sends a storage link to every user who possess the
data. However, several security threats potentially exists
during deduplication [9]. For instance, if a malicious user
needs to gain access to a message that already exists in the
cloud, he can pass the examination by only owing the hash
value of the massage rather than the concrete message. It
is obvious that cloud server cannot distinguish whether
user indeed possess the data only through matching its
hash value. Therefore, how to convince cloud server that
user who upload a duplicate of the data indeed possess
the data becomes another issue in cloud service.

In this paper, aiming at solving both data integrity
and storage efficiency, we concentrate on how to design
a secure and efficient public auditing scheme with data
deduplication and users’ anonymity. Inspired by a Proof
of Ownership protocol that Blasco et al. [3] designed, we
will propose a privacy-preserving auditing scheme with
data deduplication which achieves a better trade-off be-
tween efficiency and security through improving Wu et
al.’s auditing scheme [23].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A re-
view about some related works is given in Section 2.
Some preliminaries are presented in Section 3. The sys-
tem model and security model for the proposed scheme
are described in Section 4. The concrete construction of
privacy-preserving auditing scheme with data deduplica-
tion is detailed in Section 5. We analyze the proposed
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scheme in Section 6. The performance evaluation and ef-
ficiency improvement are discussed in Section 7. Finally,
some concluding remarks are given in Section 8.

2 Related Works

This section mainly consists of the research advance of
three related works: integrity auditing, data dedupli-
cation, and auditing schemes with data deduplication.
Moreover, a comparison among several related works that
achieve both integrity auditing and data deduplication is
shown below.

2.1 Integrity Auditing

In order to efficiently verify the integrity of stored cloud
data, Ateniese et al. [2] came up with the notion of prov-
able data possession (PDP) in 2007. More precisely, un-
der the situation that cloud server could hide data er-
rors for his own benefit, PDP allows cloud server to proof
that users’ data are completely stored without retrieving
the entire data. Considering the size of users’ data and
users’ limited computation resource, outsourced data are
not suitable for users themselves to audit in many cases.
Therefore, it is a preferable way to introduce a third party
auditor (TPA) to ensure data’s integrity and availability.
Liu et al. [16] summarized some existing research situa-
tions and development trends of public auditing.

Although PDP can assist user verifying data integrity,
TPA may reveal users’ identities for personal benefits
during public auditing [27]. To preserve users’ pri-
vacy, Wang et al. [19] came up with a public auditing
scheme supporting data sharing and privacy-preserving.
In Wang et al.’s scheme, challenge generated by TPA uti-
lizes all users’ public keys, and thus the privacy of user’s
identity can be realized. Several constructions [11,20,21]
were subsequently presented. The main solution in these
constructions is the anonymity of ring signature or group
signature techniques. However, the tag size of ring signa-
ture or group signature is significantly large, which causes
a higher transmission and verification cost than many tra-
ditional signature schemes. Therefore, by reducing the
size of authentication tag to only one element, Wu et
al. [23] proposed an efficient auditing scheme, which can
achieve users’ identity privacy by eliminating user’s pri-
vate key during a challenge-and-response protocol. Be-
sides, the authentication tag in the scheme is irrelevant
to the number of users within the group.

2.2 Data Deduplication

For increasing storage efficiency, cloud server needs to
identify and remove redundant data by retaining only one
copy of each block (block-level deduplication) or file (file-
level deduplication). And data deduplication can take
place before data are uploaded to cloud server (client-
side deduplication) or after they are uploaded (server-side
deduplication) [10]. However, server-side deduplication

only reduces storage cost of cloud server instead of reduc-
ing bandwidth. Hence, client-side deduplication is more
widely used, since user does not need to upload data if
a duplicate already exists, and thus reducing bandwidth
cost between user and cloud server remarkably.

During a client-side deduplication system, user sends
the hash value of data to cloud server and cloud server
checks whether the duplicate exists in cloud storage.
Nonetheless, Halevi et al. [9] explained several security at-
tacks that may occur in client-side deduplication systems.
For instance, if a malicious user needs to gain access to
a message that already exists in the cloud, he can pass
the examination by only owing the hash value of the mas-
sage rather than the concrete message. As a solution to
these attacks, Halevi et al. [9] first introduced the concept
of Proof of Ownership (PoW), which has been extended
into a number of related works [18, 24], but all require
a higher computational complexity. Therefore, based on
Bloom filters, Blasco et al. [3] introduced a novel efficient
PoW protocol that provides a flexible and scalable solu-
tion to the weaknesses of client-side deduplication.

2.3 Auditing Schemes with Data Dedu-
plication

From the above discussions, privacy-preserving public au-
diting and data deduplication are two main branches of
the research for efficient cloud storage [13]. So it be-
comes a significant matter to support these two func-
tions simultaneously. However, a mechanical combination
of privacy-preserving public auditing and efficient dedu-
plication mechanisms cannot efficiently solve both data
deduplication and integrity auditing. The reason is that
storage efficiency contradicts with the authentication tags
(i.e., signatures) during public auditing.

To the best of our knowledge, only the following pa-
pers achieve both public auditing and data deduplica-
tion. There follows some analysis. Yuan and Yu [26]
proposed a constant cost storage public auditing scheme
supporting data deduplication, but they did not con-
sider the privacy-preserving property. Then Alkhojandi
and Miri [1] showed a privacy-preserving public auditing
mechanism supporting a variant of client-side deduplica-
tion performed by a mediator, but the mediator may re-
veal users’ data during deduplication. Besides, Alkho-
jandi and Miri’s scheme failed to reduce user’s band-
width overhead. Subsequently, Li et al. [14] presented
a scheme called SecCloud which aims to solve both data
integrity and secure deduplication by using a MapReduce
cloud to replace TPA. Nevertheless, uploading data to the
MapReduce cloud violates the privacy of user’s identity.
Furthermore, Li et al.’s scheme [14] cannot reduce the
bandwidth for users. To solve the bandwidth problem,
Kardas and Kiraz [13] came up with a secure deduplica-
tion scheme that supports client-side deduplication along
with privacy-preserving public auditing. However, when
uploading a message, user needs to compute at least an
asymmetric encryption to complete the PoW protocol,
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Table 1: Comparison of auditing mechanisms with dedupliction

Schemes Anonymous No extra entities Public auditing
User-side bandwidth reduction

(client-side deduplication)
Yuan et al. [26] No Yes Yes Yes
Naelah et al. [1] Yes No Yes No

Li et al. [14] No Yes Yes No
Kardas et al. [13] Yes No Yes Yes

Ours Yes Yes Yes Yes

which consequentially causes efficiency problem. Besides,
the key server may recover part of message’s encrypt key
through the value received by user. Table 1 compares the
function that these schemes [1, 13,14,26] can realize.

3 Preliminaries

We now explain some preliminary notions that will form
the foundations of our scheme.

3.1 Bilinear Pairings

Let G1,G2 be the cyclic groups of prime order p, g be
a generator of G1, and e : G1 × G1 → G2 be a bilinear
map [5] with the following properties:

1) Bilinearity: e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab, a, b ∈ Zp;

2) Non-degeneracy: There exist u, v ∈ G1 such that
e(u, v) 6= 1;

3) Computability: For all u, v ∈ G1, e(u, v) can be
efficiently computed.

3.2 Complexity Assumptions

Definition 1. Given (g, ga, gb, gc), for random a, b, c ∈
Z∗p, the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman(BDH) problem [5] is to

compute e(g, g)abc.
A challenger C has advantage ε in solving the BDH

problem if

Pr
[
e(g, g)abc ← A(g, ga, gb, gc)

]
≥ ε.

The (ε, t)-BDH assumption holds if no t-time algorithm
has the advantage at least ε in solving the BDH problem.

Definition 2. Given (g, ga, gb, gac), for random a, b, c ∈
Z∗p, the variant of the BDH (vBDH) problem [23] is to

compute e(g, g)bc.
A challenger C has advantage ε in solving the vBDH

problem if

Pr
[
e(g, g)bc ← A(g, ga, gb, gac)

]
≥ ε.

The (ε, t)-vBDH assumption holds if for any t-time al-
gorithm, the advantage ε in solving the vBDH problem is
negligible.

3.3 Bloom Filter

As a probabilistic data structure, Bloom filter [4] can ap-
proximately represent the elements of a set and verify the
membership of elements. Since both the storage space
and the insert or query time are constant, Bloom filter
has the advantage of memory and time efficiency [3]. On
the other hand, Bloom filter sacrifices a certain amount
of accuracy, since an element that is not in the set may
be recognized as being part of the set, which is called as
false positives. But false negatives cannot occur in Bloom
filter.

Bloom filter consists of k random hash functions
h1(·), h2(·), · · · , hk(·) and an m bit array. When initial-
izing the Bloom filter, all the positions of bit array are
set to 0. To insert an element x into Bloom filter, we
compute k addresses a1 = h1(x) mod m, a2 = h2(x)
mod m, · · · , ak = hk(x) mod m and set the position of
corresponding bit array to 1. To determine whether the
element is in the set, we need to compute k hash values
h′1, h

′
2, · · · , h′k and check if all the corresponding values

are 1. With certain false positive rate, the element is in
the set if and only if all bits are 1 in Bloom filter. In
other words, the element is not in the set if not all the
bits are 1.

4 Problem Statement

4.1 System Model

In this system, there are three main entities named cloud
server, user and TPA, as shown in Figure 1.

• Cloud server (CS) provides users with cloud storage
and computing service. Therefore, user can rent or
buy storage space from CS to store their individ-
ual data and perform some specific computation with
CS’s help. The data format stored in CS is a tuple
(index,message, tag).

• User computes an index according to a message,
and uses her or his secret key to compute the
message’s tag. Then, the user uploads the tuple
(index,message, tag) to CS. During data deduplica-
tion, the user does not upload the message when the
duplicate exists.
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• TPA can verify users’ messages by challenging CS
with a message index set and the corresponding chal-
lenge value. Afterwards, TPA checks the response
from CS and sends the auditing result back to users.

Figure 1: Architecture of a general scheme

Figure 1 shows an outline of the procedure for a general
scheme that supports deduplication and public auditing.

1) Before uploading a message, user first checks if there
is a duplicate one in CS.

2) When uploading a message, user either sends the
message with a corresponding signature or passes the
PoW challenge to avoid uploading the message.

3) If user needs to check the integrity of data, she or he
sends an auditing delegation to TPA.

4) TPA and CS run the privacy-preserving auditing in-
teractively.

5) After verifying the auditing result, TPA sends the
result back to user.

4.2 General Scheme

A scheme supporting public auditing and deduplica-
tion [1, 13, 14, 26] is generally composed of these six
algorithms, namely Initialize, KeyGen, FileUpload,
Challenge, Respond and Verify. The detailed algo-
rithms come as follows.

• Initialize (1k): Take the security parameter 1k as
input, and output the public parameter params.

• KeyGen: User ui’s secret and public key pair
(ski, pki) are generated by running the key genera-
tion algorithm.

• FileUpload (ski, idj ,mj): If user ui needs to upload
a message mj which is identified by the index idj ,
then he computes H(mj) and sends H(mj) to CS for
checking whether the message mj has been stored in
CS at first.

Case 1: If there is no duplicate of mj , user ui com-
putes mj ’s authentication tag σi,j using her or
his secret key ski, generates Bloom filter BFj

by splitting mj into n blocks {mj,1, · · · ,mj,n},
and then uploads the tuple (idj ,mj , σi,j) along
with the Bloom filter BFj .

Case 2: If a duplicate of mj exists, for 1 ≤ t ≤
n, CS randomly chooses t blocks and sends a
corresponding identity set K = {k1, · · · , kt} to
user ui.

According to the set K, user ui computes a set of
tokens {Tj,kq |q = 1, · · · , t} and sends the set back to
CS for checking whether the tokens are in the Bloom
filter BFj .

• Challenge (pk1, · · · , pkd, s, I): Taking public keys
of d users, a secret value s and a random index subset
I of the entire storage space as input, TPA computes
and sends a challenge chal to CS.

• Respond (chal,M,Σ): When CS receives the chal-
lenge, he computes the response (µ, σres) with a set
of messages M = {mj |idj ∈ I} and a set of corre-
sponding tags Σ = {σi,j |idj ∈ I}. Subsequently, the
response (µ, σres) is sent to TPA.

• Verify (µ, σres, chal, s): Using challenge chal and
secret value s as inputs, TPA checks whether the
response (µ, σres) is correct and outputs “true” if
(µ, σres) pass the validation or “false” otherwise.

4.3 Security or Threat Model

This subsection consists of three security aspects named
uncheatable, information-theoretical anonymous and un-
forgeable of tokens.

Since CS is semi-honest, he may try to deceive users
that their data are still securely stored when he is unable
to recover the data due to some technical problems or
storage devices damage. Moreover, with the risk that
TPA can reveal users’ identities during auditing process,
the anonymity of user should be considered in a general
scheme. Besides, a user might attempt to pass the PoW
challenge so as to possess a message that the user does
not.

Therefore, a general scheme should be uncheatable
against adaptive chosen-message attack according to
Wu et al.’s model [23], achieve information-theoretical
anonymity which refers to Zhang and Zhao’s model [28],
and attain unforgeability of tokens based on Blasco et al.’s
model [3]. In the rest of this subsection, we formalize the
models mentioned above in the form of security model or
threat model.

4.3.1 Uncheatability

During this part, CS is regarded as a semi-honest one who
could attempt to cheat user. Therefore, a general scheme
is uncheatable against adaptive chosen-message attack.
In the following description, we consider a security game
between an adversary A and a challenger C.
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Setup: C inputs the security parameter 1k and runs the
Initialize and KeyGen algorithms. Then C gives
the public parameter params and the public keys
(pk1, · · · , pkd) of all users to A.

Sign Query: A could query the sign oracle adaptively
for tag of a pair (idj ,mj) under the public key pki
that A chooses. C returns the corresponding tag σi,j
through running the FileUpload algorithm.

Challenge: A chooses set I∗ from all the message in-
dexes, and ensures that at least one index in I∗ has
not been queried in the sign oracle before. C gen-
erates a challenge chal of I∗ from the Challenge
algorithm and returns chal to A.

Respond: Finally, A outputs the response (µ, σres).

We define the advantage of adversary A in cheating
challenger C as

Adv(A)

= Pr


Verify

= “true′′

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(params, pk1, · · · pkd)
← Setup(1k)

(pki, idj ,mj)← A
σi,j ← FileUp(ski, idj ,mj)

I∗ ← A
chal← Chal(pk1, · · · pkd, I∗)

(µ, σres)← A(chal)


Definition 3. A general scheme is uncheatable against
adaptive chosen-message attack if for any polynomial-
time adversary A, the advantage Adv(A) is negligible.

4.3.2 Information-Theoretical Anonymity

Suppose the challenge that TPA chooses only contains
one message’s index during Challenge and Respond al-
gorithms, and TPA attempts to correctly determine the
identity of user from the Challenge and Respond algo-
rithms. Thus, TPA acts as a malicious one in this part.

A general scheme can achieve information-theoretical
anonymity described by a game between an adversary A
and a challenger C.

Setup: C inputs the security parameter 1k and runs the
Initialize and KeyGen algorithms. C sends the
public parameter params and all d users’ secret and
public key pairs {(sk1, pk1), · · · , (skd, pkd)} to A.

Challenge: A chooses a pair (idj ,mj) and computes the
challenge chal of this pair by running Challenge
algorithm.

Respond: C picks i ∈ {1, · · · , d} at random and com-
putes the tag σi,j using i-th user’s secret key ski
through the FileUpload algorithm. Then, C gen-
erates the response (µ, σres) from the Respond al-
gorithm and returns (µ, σres) to A.

Guess: A checks whether the response is correct through
the Verify algorithm and outputs i′ ∈ {1, · · · , d} if
the response passes the verification.

We define the advantage of the adversary A in distin-
guishing user’s integrity of a pair (message, tag) as

Adv(A) =

∣∣∣∣Pr(·)− 1

d

∣∣∣∣ ,
where

Pr(·)

= Pr


i′= i

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(params, (sk1, pk1), · · · , (skd, pkd))
←Setup

(
1k
)

(idj ,mj)←A
chal←Chal (pk1, · · · pkd, idj)

i←R {1, · · · d}
σi,j←FileUp (ski, idj ,mj)

(µ, σres)←Res (chal,mj , σi,j)
i′←A (µ, σres)


Definition 4. A general scheme achieves information-
theoretical anonymity if for any polynomial-time adver-
sary A, the advantage Adv(A) is negligible.

4.3.3 Unforgeability of Tokens

The existing deduplication schemes [3, 24] did not con-
struct a formal security model, but only give some threat
models. Therefore, a threat model conducted by a mali-
cious user is given below.

A malicious user’s propose is to pass the PoW chal-
lenge for a message mj he does not own. Suppose that
the malicious user possesses several message blocks and
the hash value of mj . Therefore, the malicious user can
attempt to forge tokens for passing the PoW challenge.
Moreover, a general scheme cannot prevent a malicious
user who almost obtains the whole message from passing
the PoW challenge. In other words, the malicious user
does not need to forge tokens if he already possess the
message anyway.

5 Our Construction

In this section, we will construct a concrete scheme which
mainly contains two parts. The first one is deduplica-
tion, which is conducted by user and CS. Before upload-
ing a message, user divides the message into n blocks,
and generates a Bloom filter utilizing a pseudorandom
function. The other one is public auditing. Unlike ex-
isting auditing works [19, 20, 25] by adopting ring signa-
ture or group signature techniques, our scheme uses a
constant-size tag generation algorithm, which is a vari-
ant of Boneh et al.’s signature scheme [6]. Therefore, the
transmission and communication cost are less than these
existing works [19,20,25]. The detailed algorithms of our
scheme are shown below.
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Initialize(1k): Take the security parameter 1k as input,
and output the public parameter

params = {ω, g ∈ G1, H,H1} ,

where H : {0, 1}∗ → G1, H1 : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}l are
two collision resistant hash functions, and m, l are
the length of message and token respectively. Let
Prf : {0, 1}l × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ be a pseudorandom
function [3], where κ is a positive integer.

KeyGen: User ui selects xi ∈ Z∗p at random and com-
putes gxi . Then user ui’s secret and public key pair
are (ski, pki) = (xi, g

xi).

FileUpload(ski, idj ,mj): Suppose that the j-th message
is mj ∈ Zp with an index idj . Before uploading mj ,
user ui computes and uploads hi,j = H(mj) to CS.
Upon receiving the upload request, CS first checks
whether hi,j already exists.

Case 1: If there is no duplicate in CS, i.e. mj does
not exist in CS, CS returns “No Duplicate” to
user ui. Then user ui computes the authentica-
tion tag of mj as

σi,j = (H(idj) · ωmj )1/xi .

Furthermore, user ui splits message mj into
n message blocks {mj,1, · · · ,mj,n} with equal
length. For each message block mj,l(l =
1, · · · , n), user ui computes its corresponding
token Tj,l = H1(mj,l) and a pseudorandom
value

Pj,l = Prf(Tj,l, l).

Then user ui inserts every Pj,l into Bloom filter
BFj and uploads the tuple

(index,message, tag) = (idj ,mj , σi,j)

along with the Bloom filter BFj . After that, CS
computes H(mj) and verifies whether

hi,j = H(mj),

e(σi,j , g) = e(H(idj) · ωmj , pki)

hold. If these two euqations hold, CS stores the
tuple (idj ,mj , σi,j) along with the Bloom filter
BFj and returns a storage link of message mj to
user ui. Otherwise, CS returns an error message
to user ui.

Case 2: If the duplicate of mj exists, user ui per-
forms a PoW protocol by interacting with CS.
Specifically speaking, CS chooses t message
blocks at random and sends the identifier set
of blocks K = {k1, · · · , kt} to user ui, where
1 ≤ t ≤ n. Upon receiving the set K, user ui
computes each token

Tj,kq = H1(mj,kq ), for q = 1, · · · , t.

Then user ui sends {Tj,kq |q = 1, · · · , t} back to
CS. For all t chosen message blocks, CS com-
putes Pj,kq = Prf(Tj,kq , kq) with the returned
{Tj,kq |q = 1, · · · , t}. Next, CS checks whether
all Pj,kq belong to the Bloom filter BFj . If yes,
a storage link of message mj is sent to user ui.
Otherwise, returns an error message to user ui.

Challenge(pk1, · · · , pkd, s, I): To check the integrity of
users’ data, TPA selects a random index subset I
from the whole storage space S, chooses s ∈ Z∗p, h ∈
G1, and sj ∈ Z∗p for every idj ∈ I at random. Then
TPA computes the challenge

chal = (Q, pkchal),

where
Q = {(idj , sj)|idj ∈ I}

and
pkchal = (pks1, · · · , pksd, h, hs).

Respond(chal,M,Σ): Upon receiving the challenge chal
from TPA, CS checks whether

e(pksi , h) = e(pki, h
s), for i = 1, · · · , d,

and computes the response (µ, σres) from a set of
messages M = {mj |idj ∈ I} and a set of correspond-
ing tags Σ = {σi,j |idj ∈ I}, where

µ =
∑

(idj ,sj)∈Q

sj ·mj ,

σres =
∏

(idj ,sj)∈Q

e(σ
sj
i,j , pk

s
i ).

Verify(µ, σres, chal, s): Finally, TPA checks whether

σres = e

 ∏
(idj ,sj)∈Q

H(idj)
sj · ωµ, gs

 ,

and outputs the verification result.

6 Security Analysis

6.1 Consistency

In this part, we analyze the correctness mainly about the
Challenge and Respond algorithms. During message
uploading and integrity verification, assume that the tuple
(idj ,mj , σi,j) is stored in the whole storage space S, and
the tag σi,j of each message mj is signed by user ui. Thus,
for idj ∈ S, CS stores (idj ,mj , σi,j), where

σi,j = (H(idj) · ωmj )1/xi .

To check the integrity of users’ messages, TPA selects
a random index subset I ⊂ S, chooses s ∈ Z∗p, h ∈ G1,
and sj ∈ Z∗p for every idj ∈ I at random.
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Then TPA computes the challenge

chal = (Q, pkchal),

where
Q = {(idj , sj)|idj ∈ I}

and
pkchal = (pks1, · · · , pksd, h, hs).

With the challenge chal received from TPA, CS com-
putes the response

µ =
∑

(idj ,sj)∈Q

sj ·mj ,

and

σres =
∏

(idj ,sj)∈Q

e(σ
sj
i,j , pk

s
i )

=
∏

(idj ,sj)∈Q

e(H(idj)
sj , gs) ·

∏
(idj ,sj)∈Q

e(ωsj ·mj , gs).

Finally, TPA checks the correctness of the response
(µ, σres) by computing

σres = e

 ∏
(idj ,sj)∈Q

H(idj)
sj · ωµ, gs

 .

The above analysis indicates that

σres =
∏

(idj ,sj)∈Q

e(H(idj)
sj , gs) ·

∏
(idj ,sj)∈Q

e(ωsj ·mj , gs)

=e

 ∏
(idj ,sj)∈Q

H(idj)
sj · ωµ, gs

 .

6.2 Uncheatability

In this section, we prove that our scheme is uncheatable in
the random oracle model through the following theorem.
The method of the proof is similar to the one in Wu et
al.’s scheme [23].

Theorem 1. If there exists an adversary A that has ad-
vantage ε in outputting a valid response of the challenge,
then there is a simulation algorithm C that runs in poly-
nomial time and has advantage at least ε/v in solving the
vBDH problem through interacting with A.

Proof. Suppose that the simulator C receives an instance
of vBDH problem as

(p,G1,G2, e, g, g
a, gb, gac),

and the propose of C is to compute the solution e(g, g)bc.
By interacting with adversary A who runs in time t,
queries hash oracle at most v times and could adaptively
query the sign oracle, C computes the solution as the chal-
lenger in the following game.

Setup: C randomly chooses r0, r1, · · · , rd ∈ Z∗p, com-
putes

(ga)r0 , (ga)r1 , · · · , (ga)rd ,

sets ω = (ga)r0 and selects hash function H :
{0, 1}∗ → G1, which can be regarded as the random
oracle later. Then C returns the public parameter

params = {g, ω ∈ G1, H}

and public keys of all d users

(pk1, · · · , pkd) = ((ga)r1 , · · · , (ga)rd)

to A.

Hash Query: A can adaptively query the hash oracle for
the hash values of messages’ indexes. C maintains a
list which is initially empty and randomly chooses
j∗ ∈ {1, · · · , v} and t∗ ∈ Z∗p. If A queries the hash
oracle for the hash value of index idj∗ , then C sets
hj∗ = (gb)t

∗
, adds (idj∗ , t

∗) to the list and returns hj∗

back to A. Otherwise, C selects tj ∈ Z∗p at random,
adds (idj , tj) to the list and returns hj = (ga)tj back
to A.

Sign Query: A can adaptively query the sign oracle for
the message mj signed by i-th user’s public key pki.
Assume that A has queried the hash value of index
idj before, then C checks the list and finds the cor-
responding value (idj , tj). If idj = idj∗ , C aborts.
Otherwise, returns

σi,j = gtj/ri · gr0·mj/ri

as the tag of the pair (idj ,mj) under public key pki.
It is obvious that if

σi,j =gtj/ri · gr0·mj/ri

=(ga·tj )1/a·ri · (ga·r0·mj )1/a·ri

=(H(idj) · ωmj )1/ski ,

the tag is valid.

Challenge: A chooses an index set I∗ of messages.
Moreover, A should ensure that at least one index in
set I∗ has not been queried in the sign oracle before.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that there is
only one index idj′ that has not been queried before.
If idj′ 6= idj∗ , C aborts. Otherwise, C selects sj , for
idj ∈ I∗ and y ∈ Z∗p at random, and computes

pkchal = ((gac)r1 , · · · , (gac)rd , (ga)y, (gac)y).

Then the challenge chal = (Q, pkchal), where

Q = {(idj , sj)|idj ∈ I∗}

is sent toA. It is evident that chal is a valid challenge
since
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(gac)ri = (ga·ri)c = pkci , and (gac)y = (gay)c = hc

for c ∈ Z∗p and h = gay at random.

Respond: Finally, A outputs the response (µ, σres).

If A wins the game, i.e. the response can successfully
pass the verification, which means that (µ, σres) sat-
isfies

σres = e

 ∏
(idj ,sj)∈Q

H(idj)
sj · ωµ, gc


Therefore, C can output

σres

e

 ∏
(idj ,sj)∈Q
idj 6=idj′

gtj , gac


sj

· e (gr0·µ, gac)



1/(sj′ ·t
∗)

=e(H(idj′)
sj′ , gc)1/(si′ ·t

∗)

=e(g, g)bc

as the solution of the vBDH problem.

It is obvious that if the simulator C does not abort
and adversary A could output a valid response of the
challenge, C can successfully output the correct solution
of the vBDH problem.

Suppose that A is able to make Hash Query at most
v times, and the index set I∗ of messages contains at
least one index that A has not queried before Challenge
algorithm.
C selects j∗ ∈ {1, · · · v} at random and sets hj∗ =

(gb)t
∗
, which makes A unable to answer the Sign Query

for index idj∗ . During Challenge algorithm, if C does
not abort, then it can be shown that the index which
satisfies idj = idj∗ has not been queried before. Since
C could answer all the queries sent by A except for idj∗ ,
C does not abort in Sign Query during the case that C
did not abort in the Challenge algorithm. All in all, the
probability that C does not abort is at least

Pr(¬abortC) ≥ 1/v.

Therefore, if the advantage for A to output a valid
response is ε, C has at least

AdvvBDH(C) ≥ Pr(¬abortC) ·Adv(A) ≥ ε/v

advantage solving the vBDH problem.

6.3 Information-Theoretical Anonymity

Then, we prove that our scheme achieves information-
theoretical anonymity [28].

Theorem 2. Our scheme achieves information-
theoretical anonymity, i.e. the advantage of any
adversary A in distinguishing the user’s identity of a pair
(message, tag) is negligible.

Proof. Suppose that the adversary A needs to reveal the
identity of user who signed the message mj . Thus, A
interacts with the simulator C to guess user’s identity
through the following game.

Setup: C runs the Initialize and KeyGen algorithms
for all d users’ secret and public key pairs. And then
C sends the public parameter params to A along
with all the secret and public key pairs.

Challenge: A chooses a pair (idj ,mj) and computes

pkchal = ((pk1)s, · · · , (pkd)s, h, hs)

for s ∈ Z∗p and h ∈ G1 at random. Then, A sends
the challenge chal = (idj , sj , pkchal) to C.

Respond: C checks whether

e(pksi , h) = e(pki, h
s)

holds for i = 1, · · · , d. If these equations hold, C
randomly picks an i ∈ {1, · · · , d} and computes the
tag

σi,j = (H(idj) · ωmj )1/ski

using i-th user’s secret key ski. Then, C generates
the response (µ, σres) where

µ =
∑

(idj ,sj)∈Q

sj ·mj ,

σres =
∏

(idj ,sj)∈Q

e(σ
sj
i,j , pk

s
i ),

and returns the response (µ, σres) to A.

Guess: A checks whether the response is valid, and out-
puts an i′ ∈ {1, · · · , d}.

Adversary A outputs the guess as i′ ∈ {1, · · · , d} rep-
resenting user’s identity. If A wins the game, i.e. the
identity is true. Assume i 6= i′, then we can easily gen-
erate two identical responses which stem from two tags
produced by ui and ui′ for the same message. That is
to say, the advantage for A to distinguish user’s identity
from the response is negligible. As a result, A can gain
no more information from the response than randomly
guessing the signer of the tag even if A holds all users’
secret keys.
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6.4 Unforgeability of Tokens

When a user needs to upload a message to CS, the hash
value of the message should be sent to CS to check
whether a duplicate has been stored in CS or not. If
there is no duplicate in CS, user needs to upload the tu-
ple (index,message, tag) and a Bloom filter. However, if
there is a duplicate already stored in CS, an additional
PoW protocol is needed in order to avoid the case that
a malicious user only knows the message’s hash value in-
stead of the real message. Briefly speaking, the proposed
scheme uses Bloom filters to match the tokens generated
by user to conduct the PoW challenge.

Since the parameters in PoW protocol are independent
from the main scheme and none of the available PoW
schemes utilizing Bloom filter gives out a concrete security
proof, security analysis is given in this part. According
to a classical PoW scheme proposed by Blasco et al. [3],
the security of our scheme focuses on the unforgeability
of message’s tokens.

The PoW challenge requires user to produce tokens
for t message blocks at randomly chosen positions. Once
received by CS, the tokens are processed with pseudoran-
dom function and checked for membership in the corre-
sponding Bloom filter.

Suppose a malicious user wants to gain access to mes-
sage mj . If the malicious user possesses several message
blocks and attempts to pass the PoW challenge, he needs
to generate all tokens of the t message blocks challenged
by CS. Considered by Blasco et al. [3], if the malicious
user possesses only a few message blocks, the parameters
of Bloom filter are set to a proper range, and t is large
enough, then the probability that the malicious user suc-
cessfully forges message blocks’ tokens and thus passes
the PoW challenge is negligible. We should be aware that
a user can pass the PoW protocol when he possesses al-
most all mj ’s message blocks. However, this user can be
regarded as a legitimate user for mj since he almost pos-
sess the message.

7 Efficiency Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our mech-
anism and provide a comparison among several schemes
[1, 13,14,26].

7.1 Communication Overhead

According to the description in Section 4, our mechanism
does not introduce communication overhead to users dur-
ing Initialize, KeyGen and Verify algorithms. The
size of the Bloom filter BFi is t · |q| bits. The size of
an auditing message (Q, pkchal) is k · (|I| + |q|) + p · |q|
bits. The size of an auditing proof (µ, σres) is 2t · |q|
bits. Therefore, if the message is a new one for CS,
the total communication overhead of an auditing task is
(k+p+2t+1)|q|+k|I| bits, otherwise the total communi-
cation overhead is (t+k+p+2t+1)|q|+k|I|+ |m|+t bits.

It is obvious that if there is a duplicate in CS, the commu-
nication overhead is smaller than the case that there is no
duplicate. Table 2 provides a comparison between some
existing schemes [1, 13, 14, 26] about the communication
cost.

7.2 Computation Overhead

As shown in the FileUpload algorithm of the proposed
scheme, user generates a Bloom filter by splitting message
into n blocks, and then computes the authentication tag
on the file-level. Under condition that CS receives a new
message, the computation cost of uploading a message is
2exp+ (n+ 4)hash+ 2mul+ 2pair+ n · prf . Otherwise,
the corresponding computation cost is exp+(t+1)hash+
t · prf . Moreover, the computation cost of auditing phase
is (n + 3k + 1)exp + k · hash + 3k ·mul + (2n + k)pair.
Therefore, the total computation cost of our mechanism
is (n+3k+3)exp+(n+k+4)hash+(3k+2)mul+(2n+
k + 2)pair + n · prf if the message is a new one for CS.
Otherwise, the total computation cost is 3exp+ (n+ t+
5)hash+2mul+2pair+(n+t)prf . Evaluating the existing
schemes [1, 13, 14, 26], we provide a detail comparison in
Table 3 along with some notations in Table 4.

As shown in Table 3, since our scheme can verify the in-
tegrity of several messages instead of one message during
one challenge-and-response protocol, the efficiency of the
proposed scheme is a little lower than Kardas and Kiraz’s
scheme [13] in Challenge and Respond algorithms.

However, the proposed scheme has advantage on effi-
ciency during KeyGen and FileUpload due to the use
of asymmetric encryption and signature in Kardas and
Kiraz’s scheme [13].

Furthermore, Alkhojandi and Miri’s scheme [1] and our
proposed scheme have almost the same efficiency, while
the former has two security problem as discussed in Sec-
tion 1. So, all these above indicate that the proposed
scheme achieves a better trade-off for efficient and secure
than the existing schemes.

By utilizing the Pairing Based Cryptography (PBC)
Library, an efficiency experiment result is given under the
Linux environment. The following experiments run on a
personal computer with its configuration parameters as
Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz Processor and 4 GB RAM. We as-
sume that the size of element in G1 and Zp is 160 bits, the
size of one message block is 2 KB, the size of an element
in set I is 20 bits. The experiment result given below
comes from the average of 50 experiments.

Figures 2 and 3 show the communication time changes
when k ranges from 100 to 300. Meanwhile, Figure 4
shows the computation time with t ranges from 50 to 250.
Figures 2 and 3 indicate that with the increasing number
of auditing message blocks, communication in Yuan and
Yu’s scheme [26], Li et al.’s scheme [14] and our scheme
has an upward trend, which indicates these three schemes
apply to smaller amount of data. However, our scheme
has a higher efficiency than Yuan and Yu’s scheme [26]
and Li et al.’s scheme [14]. Though Alkhojandi and Miri’s
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Table 2: Communication overhead comparison

Scheme There is a duplicate in CS The message is a new one for CS
Yuan et al. [26] (k + t)|I|+ (k + 4)|q|+ ( tn + 1)|m| (k + t)|I|+ (k + 4)|q|+ ( tn + 1)|m|
Naelah et al. [1] k|I|+ (n+ t+ 6)|q|+ ( tn + 1)|m|+ k + t k|I|+ (n+ 6)|q|+ 2 · |m|+ k

Li et al. [14] k|I|+ (n+ 2k + t+ 2)|q|+ |m|+ k + t k|I|+ (3n+ 2k + 3)|q|+ |m|+ k
Kardas et al. [13] 6|q|+ 7|m|+ t k|I|+ (n+ 4)|q|+ (n+ 2)|m|+ n+ k + t

Ours k|I|+ (k + p+ 3t+ 1)|q|+ t k|I|+ (k + p+ 2t+ 1)|q|+ |m|

Table 3: Computation overhead comparison

Schemes KeyGen FileUpload Challenge Respond Verify

Yuan et al.
[26]

(n+ 2)exp
(t+ 1)hash+

(2n+ t+ 3)exp+
(2t+ 1)mul + 4pair

-
k · (n+ 1)mul+

(k + 1)exp
khash+ (k + 1)
exp+ 4pair

Naelah et al.
[1]

exp+ pair
2n · hash+ 2n·
exp+ t ·mul -

hash+ 3k · exp+
(3k + 1)mul+

k · pair

kt · hash+
(kt+ 2t+ 1)exp+

(t+ 1)pair

Li et al.
[14]

exp
(n+ 1)hash+
(nt+ 2)exp+
n · (t+ 3)mul

- (k+ 1)mul+ kexp
(k + 1)hash+
2pair + exp

Kardas et
al. [13]

2hash+ prf
(n+ 1)AsymEnc+

n · hash+ n·
exp+ n ·mul

-
k · exp+ 2k·

mul + pair + hash
2pair+ (k+ 4)exp

Ours exp
t · hash+ 2mul+

2pair + exp
(n+ 1)exp

(2n+ k)pair+
2k ·mul + k · exp

k · hash+ 2k · exp
+k ·mul + pair

Table 4: Notations

Notation Significance
exp One exponentiation operation
hash One hashing operation
mul One multiplication operation
pair One pairing operation on e : G1 ×G1 → G2

prf One pseudorandom function operation
AsymEnc An asymmetric encryption or signature
|I| The size of an element of set I
|q| The size of an element of Zp or G1

|m| The size of the message m
p The number of users within the group
k The number of selected blocks during challenge
n The number of blocks in one message mi

t The number of blocks CS choose to challenge users during PoW
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Figure 4: Computation overhead

scheme [1] and Kardas and Kiraz’s scheme [13] both have
the advantage of communication time compared with our
scheme, Figure 4 indicates that the computation time of
their schemes are higher than ours. Thus, the experimen-
tal results are in great agreement with the above theoret-
ical analysis.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a privacy-preserving pub-
lic auditing system with data deduplication, which pro-
vides data integrity and storage efficiency in cloud com-
puting. Traditional privacy-preserving auditing schemes
apply ring signature or group signature to achieve
anonymity. And this kind of technology inevitably causes
the tag size significantly large. Thus, we use another way
to guarantee users’ identity privacy against the TPA in
order to reduce the tag size. In the proposed scheme, the
tag generation algorithm reduces the tag size to only one
element. On the other hand, our scheme uses Bloom fil-
ter to perform PoW protocol during deduplication, which
can be more efficient than some state of the art solutions.
Efficiency analysis indicates that the proposed scheme
achieves a better trade-off between efficiency and function
compared with existing schemes with similar features.
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